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RQTBA dipole transition densities in 68Ni at 10.3 MeV 
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Systematics of Pygmy dipole strength ? 
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Figure 26: Fraction of the E1 EWSR exhausted by the PDR as reported by various experiments

[150, 22, 64, 109, 82, 88, 98, 42, 97, 43, 96, 13, 101, 159, 174, 160] as a function of the mass of the

corresponding nuclei. The nuclei are listed separately for the individual methods. For detail see text.

Before discussing the systematics in these data or the possible correlation to a neutron skin, we want

to stress the problems connected to this collection of EWSR values. As discussed in detail in Section 2

each individual experimental method has its limitations and systematic uncertainties, especially in the

extraction of the total strength. Strength might be missed due to limited sensitivity or restrictions in the

accessible excitation energy region. Values extracted using statistical-model assumptions in the analysis

might overestimate the E1 strength, if non-statistical effects become important at low excitation energies

and/or close to magic numbers. For some values a contribution of the GDR has been substracted (by

extrapolating the tail of the GDR), while in others the full E1 strength is give for a certain energy

region. In addition, for the values summarized in Fig. 26 no consistent energy window is applied to

calculate the total PDR strength in the analysis of the individual experiments. However, a fixed energy

interval might not be useful anyhow, because the centroid of the PDR is expected to depend on mass or

neutron excess (see discussion below). Consequently a clear identification of what amount of strength

should be attributed to the PDR is missing, even if the full E1 strength distribution is measured.

A comparison of the available data for
90

Zr, as discussed in [160], can be used to demonstrate these

difficulties in a critical way. For this nucleus we are in the lucky situation to have data using NRF with

bremssrahlung [88] and tagged photons [115, 116] as well as data from Coulomb excitation using the

(p,p’) reaction at forward angles [160]. In the NRF experiment with bremsstrahlung for the excitation

energy below 9 MeV a value of 0.55(2) % of the EWSR is reported using the discrete level anaylsis

and a value of 2.2(4) % applying the continouse-spectrum analysis [88]. For the same energy region the

(p,p’) experiments yields 0.96(10) % for the E1 strength. However, in the energy region around 9 MeV

the cross section due to M1 in the (p,p’) experiment is larger by up to a factor of four compared to
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Figure 28: The same data as in Fig. 26 but plotted as a function of the paramter ∆CCF .

It is interesting to note that the data points for the isotopes
68

Ni,
130

Sn,
132

Sn, and
208

Pb are now

clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values between about 15 and 20 MeV and all have large PDR

strengths. Small values of ∆CCF seem to result in rather low summed E1 strengths. As mentioned

above one has to be very careful with conclusions, but the present data at least do not contradict the

intuitive picture of a PDR caused by a neutron oscillation. However, obviously more consistent and

complete investigations are needed for nuclei at different values of ∆CCF .

Another important observable is the mean or centroid energy of the PDR. In the most simple

collective approach one would expect a decrease of the resonance energy with increasing neutron excess.

Figure 29 shows the mean energy of the PDR in Sn isotopes calculated in a relativistic QRPA calculation

by Paar et al. [148]. Starting from the most proton-rich stable isotope
112

Sn the energy slowly decreases

with mass number, i.e. neutron excess, up to the N=82 neutron shell closure at the doubly-magic
132

Sn.

At N=82 a sudden dramatic decrease from 8 to 4 MeV takes place before the smooth decrease repeats

again. Please note that the relative energy changes up to N=82 predicted in this model are rather

small. In comparison to the PDR energy Fig. 29 shows also the one-neutron separation energies, which

represents an upper/lower excitation energy limit for many experimental methods.

For the definition of the mean PDR energy from experiment we again have the problem of the

incomplete data situation which could lead to huge systematic errors. Since most methods either

investigate only the region below or above the neutron separation energy, the derived centroid energies

might be misleading. In Fig. 30 we anyhow plotted the reported mean energy of the published PDR

data (as far it was given in the corresponding publications) versus the parameter ∆CCF . In addition

the neutron separation energy is indicated for the corresponding nuclei. Even with the restrictrions

mentioned above one may conclude that the centroid of the PDR is located between about 6 and 10

MeV. At a first glance one may in addition assume that the energy sligthly increases with the ∆CFF
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Fig. 26. Fraction of the E1 EWSR exhausted by the PDR as reported by various experiments [150,22,64,109,82,88,98,42,97,43,96,13,101,159,174,160] as a

function of the mass of the corresponding nuclei. The nuclei are listed separately for the individual methods. For detail see text.

Fig. 27. Correlation of the parameter ∆CCF as defined in Eq. (7) and the neutron-skin thickness obtained from microscopic calculations [64,40,47].

experiments yields 0.96(10)% for the E1 strength. However, in the energy region around 9 MeV the cross section due to M1

in the (p, p�) experiment is larger by up to a factor of four compared to the cross section due to E1 (see Fig. 20). Consequently

the extraction of the EWSR exhausted by the PDR relies on an accurate decomposition of E1 and M1 contributions in the

cross section. However, the good agreement with the data with tagged photons in the region 8–10.5 MeV indicates that

the decomposition is reasonable. The situation for
90
Zr shows that currently it is difficult to reach a conclusive picture. For

many other cases summarized in Fig. 26, data from different approaches in consistent energy regions are either missing

or less complete. However, it should be stressed, that the available data consistently show that an additional structure in

the low-energy part of the E1 strength exists but the data on its absolute strength are not complete enough to draw a final

conclusive picture. Keeping this basic restriction in mind we discuss the systematics in the following.

The PDR is usually interpreted in connection with the neutron excess or a neutron skin oscillating against an isospin

saturated core. In a simple approach, the thickness of such a neutron skin should scale with the difference of the Fermi

levels of the protons and neutrons corrected for the Coulomb barrier. This is a measure of how loosely the neutrons are

bound compared to the protons. Following this approach we define the parameter

∆CCF = (S2p − S2n)/2 + EC (7)

where S2p and S2n are the two proton and two neutron separation energies, respectively, and EC is the height of the Coulomb

barrier at the nuclear radius (CFF = Coulomb Corrected Fermi energy). The two neutron/two proton separation energies

are chosen in order to be independent of the pairing energy. This parameter allows to compare isotopes in different mass

regions as well as stable and exotic isotopes in a useful way. Fig. 27 shows the correlation between ∆CCF and the neutron

skin calculated in theoretical approaches by Tsoneva et al. [40], Piekarewicz [47] and Klimkiewicz et al. [64]. The values from

the latter two are taken for parameters of the symmetry energy, which yield a value of 0.18 fm for
208

Pb.

In Fig. 28, we have plotted the exhaustion of the EWSR by the PDR versus the parameter ∆CCF . It is interesting to note

that the data points for the isotopes
68
Ni,

130
Sn,

132
Sn, and

208
Pb are now clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values
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Figure 26: Fraction of the E1 EWSR exhausted by the PDR as reported by various experiments

[150, 22, 64, 109, 82, 88, 98, 42, 97, 43, 96, 13, 101, 159, 174, 160] as a function of the mass of the

corresponding nuclei. The nuclei are listed separately for the individual methods. For detail see text.

Before discussing the systematics in these data or the possible correlation to a neutron skin, we want

to stress the problems connected to this collection of EWSR values. As discussed in detail in Section 2

each individual experimental method has its limitations and systematic uncertainties, especially in the

extraction of the total strength. Strength might be missed due to limited sensitivity or restrictions in the

accessible excitation energy region. Values extracted using statistical-model assumptions in the analysis

might overestimate the E1 strength, if non-statistical effects become important at low excitation energies

and/or close to magic numbers. For some values a contribution of the GDR has been substracted (by

extrapolating the tail of the GDR), while in others the full E1 strength is give for a certain energy

region. In addition, for the values summarized in Fig. 26 no consistent energy window is applied to

calculate the total PDR strength in the analysis of the individual experiments. However, a fixed energy

interval might not be useful anyhow, because the centroid of the PDR is expected to depend on mass or

neutron excess (see discussion below). Consequently a clear identification of what amount of strength

should be attributed to the PDR is missing, even if the full E1 strength distribution is measured.

A comparison of the available data for
90

Zr, as discussed in [160], can be used to demonstrate these

difficulties in a critical way. For this nucleus we are in the lucky situation to have data using NRF with

bremssrahlung [88] and tagged photons [115, 116] as well as data from Coulomb excitation using the

(p,p’) reaction at forward angles [160]. In the NRF experiment with bremsstrahlung for the excitation

energy below 9 MeV a value of 0.55(2) % of the EWSR is reported using the discrete level anaylsis

and a value of 2.2(4) % applying the continouse-spectrum analysis [88]. For the same energy region the

(p,p’) experiments yields 0.96(10) % for the E1 strength. However, in the energy region around 9 MeV

the cross section due to M1 in the (p,p’) experiment is larger by up to a factor of four compared to
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Figure 28: The same data as in Fig. 26 but plotted as a function of the paramter ∆CCF .

It is interesting to note that the data points for the isotopes
68

Ni,
130

Sn,
132

Sn, and
208

Pb are now

clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values between about 15 and 20 MeV and all have large PDR

strengths. Small values of ∆CCF seem to result in rather low summed E1 strengths. As mentioned

above one has to be very careful with conclusions, but the present data at least do not contradict the

intuitive picture of a PDR caused by a neutron oscillation. However, obviously more consistent and

complete investigations are needed for nuclei at different values of ∆CCF .

Another important observable is the mean or centroid energy of the PDR. In the most simple

collective approach one would expect a decrease of the resonance energy with increasing neutron excess.

Figure 29 shows the mean energy of the PDR in Sn isotopes calculated in a relativistic QRPA calculation

by Paar et al. [148]. Starting from the most proton-rich stable isotope
112

Sn the energy slowly decreases

with mass number, i.e. neutron excess, up to the N=82 neutron shell closure at the doubly-magic
132

Sn.

At N=82 a sudden dramatic decrease from 8 to 4 MeV takes place before the smooth decrease repeats

again. Please note that the relative energy changes up to N=82 predicted in this model are rather

small. In comparison to the PDR energy Fig. 29 shows also the one-neutron separation energies, which

represents an upper/lower excitation energy limit for many experimental methods.

For the definition of the mean PDR energy from experiment we again have the problem of the

incomplete data situation which could lead to huge systematic errors. Since most methods either

investigate only the region below or above the neutron separation energy, the derived centroid energies

might be misleading. In Fig. 30 we anyhow plotted the reported mean energy of the published PDR

data (as far it was given in the corresponding publications) versus the parameter ∆CCF . In addition

the neutron separation energy is indicated for the corresponding nuclei. Even with the restrictrions

mentioned above one may conclude that the centroid of the PDR is located between about 6 and 10

MeV. At a first glance one may in addition assume that the energy sligthly increases with the ∆CFF
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Fig. 26. Fraction of the E1 EWSR exhausted by the PDR as reported by various experiments [150,22,64,109,82,88,98,42,97,43,96,13,101,159,174,160] as a

function of the mass of the corresponding nuclei. The nuclei are listed separately for the individual methods. For detail see text.

Fig. 27. Correlation of the parameter ∆CCF as defined in Eq. (7) and the neutron-skin thickness obtained from microscopic calculations [64,40,47].

experiments yields 0.96(10)% for the E1 strength. However, in the energy region around 9 MeV the cross section due to M1

in the (p, p�) experiment is larger by up to a factor of four compared to the cross section due to E1 (see Fig. 20). Consequently

the extraction of the EWSR exhausted by the PDR relies on an accurate decomposition of E1 and M1 contributions in the

cross section. However, the good agreement with the data with tagged photons in the region 8–10.5 MeV indicates that

the decomposition is reasonable. The situation for
90
Zr shows that currently it is difficult to reach a conclusive picture. For

many other cases summarized in Fig. 26, data from different approaches in consistent energy regions are either missing

or less complete. However, it should be stressed, that the available data consistently show that an additional structure in

the low-energy part of the E1 strength exists but the data on its absolute strength are not complete enough to draw a final

conclusive picture. Keeping this basic restriction in mind we discuss the systematics in the following.

The PDR is usually interpreted in connection with the neutron excess or a neutron skin oscillating against an isospin

saturated core. In a simple approach, the thickness of such a neutron skin should scale with the difference of the Fermi

levels of the protons and neutrons corrected for the Coulomb barrier. This is a measure of how loosely the neutrons are

bound compared to the protons. Following this approach we define the parameter

∆CCF = (S2p − S2n)/2 + EC (7)

where S2p and S2n are the two proton and two neutron separation energies, respectively, and EC is the height of the Coulomb

barrier at the nuclear radius (CFF = Coulomb Corrected Fermi energy). The two neutron/two proton separation energies

are chosen in order to be independent of the pairing energy. This parameter allows to compare isotopes in different mass

regions as well as stable and exotic isotopes in a useful way. Fig. 27 shows the correlation between ∆CCF and the neutron

skin calculated in theoretical approaches by Tsoneva et al. [40], Piekarewicz [47] and Klimkiewicz et al. [64]. The values from

the latter two are taken for parameters of the symmetry energy, which yield a value of 0.18 fm for
208

Pb.

In Fig. 28, we have plotted the exhaustion of the EWSR by the PDR versus the parameter ∆CCF . It is interesting to note

that the data points for the isotopes
68
Ni,

130
Sn,

132
Sn, and

208
Pb are now clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values

68Ni	
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Figure 28: The same data as in Fig. 26 but plotted as a function of the paramter ∆CCF .

It is interesting to note that the data points for the isotopes
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Sn, and
208

Pb are now

clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values between about 15 and 20 MeV and all have large PDR

strengths. Small values of ∆CCF seem to result in rather low summed E1 strengths. As mentioned

above one has to be very careful with conclusions, but the present data at least do not contradict the

intuitive picture of a PDR caused by a neutron oscillation. However, obviously more consistent and

complete investigations are needed for nuclei at different values of ∆CCF .

Another important observable is the mean or centroid energy of the PDR. In the most simple

collective approach one would expect a decrease of the resonance energy with increasing neutron excess.

Figure 29 shows the mean energy of the PDR in Sn isotopes calculated in a relativistic QRPA calculation

by Paar et al. [148]. Starting from the most proton-rich stable isotope
112

Sn the energy slowly decreases

with mass number, i.e. neutron excess, up to the N=82 neutron shell closure at the doubly-magic
132

Sn.

At N=82 a sudden dramatic decrease from 8 to 4 MeV takes place before the smooth decrease repeats

again. Please note that the relative energy changes up to N=82 predicted in this model are rather

small. In comparison to the PDR energy Fig. 29 shows also the one-neutron separation energies, which

represents an upper/lower excitation energy limit for many experimental methods.

For the definition of the mean PDR energy from experiment we again have the problem of the

incomplete data situation which could lead to huge systematic errors. Since most methods either

investigate only the region below or above the neutron separation energy, the derived centroid energies

might be misleading. In Fig. 30 we anyhow plotted the reported mean energy of the published PDR

data (as far it was given in the corresponding publications) versus the parameter ∆CCF . In addition

the neutron separation energy is indicated for the corresponding nuclei. Even with the restrictrions

mentioned above one may conclude that the centroid of the PDR is located between about 6 and 10

MeV. At a first glance one may in addition assume that the energy sligthly increases with the ∆CFF
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Fig. 26. Fraction of the E1 EWSR exhausted by the PDR as reported by various experiments [150,22,64,109,82,88,98,42,97,43,96,13,101,159,174,160] as a

function of the mass of the corresponding nuclei. The nuclei are listed separately for the individual methods. For detail see text.

Fig. 27. Correlation of the parameter ∆CCF as defined in Eq. (7) and the neutron-skin thickness obtained from microscopic calculations [64,40,47].

experiments yields 0.96(10)% for the E1 strength. However, in the energy region around 9 MeV the cross section due to M1

in the (p, p�) experiment is larger by up to a factor of four compared to the cross section due to E1 (see Fig. 20). Consequently

the extraction of the EWSR exhausted by the PDR relies on an accurate decomposition of E1 and M1 contributions in the

cross section. However, the good agreement with the data with tagged photons in the region 8–10.5 MeV indicates that

the decomposition is reasonable. The situation for
90
Zr shows that currently it is difficult to reach a conclusive picture. For

many other cases summarized in Fig. 26, data from different approaches in consistent energy regions are either missing

or less complete. However, it should be stressed, that the available data consistently show that an additional structure in

the low-energy part of the E1 strength exists but the data on its absolute strength are not complete enough to draw a final

conclusive picture. Keeping this basic restriction in mind we discuss the systematics in the following.

The PDR is usually interpreted in connection with the neutron excess or a neutron skin oscillating against an isospin

saturated core. In a simple approach, the thickness of such a neutron skin should scale with the difference of the Fermi

levels of the protons and neutrons corrected for the Coulomb barrier. This is a measure of how loosely the neutrons are

bound compared to the protons. Following this approach we define the parameter

∆CCF = (S2p − S2n)/2 + EC (7)

where S2p and S2n are the two proton and two neutron separation energies, respectively, and EC is the height of the Coulomb

barrier at the nuclear radius (CFF = Coulomb Corrected Fermi energy). The two neutron/two proton separation energies

are chosen in order to be independent of the pairing energy. This parameter allows to compare isotopes in different mass

regions as well as stable and exotic isotopes in a useful way. Fig. 27 shows the correlation between ∆CCF and the neutron

skin calculated in theoretical approaches by Tsoneva et al. [40], Piekarewicz [47] and Klimkiewicz et al. [64]. The values from

the latter two are taken for parameters of the symmetry energy, which yield a value of 0.18 fm for
208

Pb.

In Fig. 28, we have plotted the exhaustion of the EWSR by the PDR versus the parameter ∆CCF . It is interesting to note

that the data points for the isotopes
68
Ni,

130
Sn,

132
Sn, and

208
Pb are now clustered together at rather large ∆CCF values

68Ni	
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Fig. 30. Reported centroid energies of the PDR as a function of the parameter ∆CCF . In addition, the neutron separation energies are indicated by the thin
horizontal lines, which in most cases represent the lower or higher limit, depending on the experimental approach.

In this discussion the results of the (α, α�γ ) experiments showing a structural difference of the low-lying E1 strength
at different excitation energies are completely ignored. However, they clearly indicate, that different origins might be
responsible for the occurrence of the E1 strength and a simple integration (with or without subtraction of a GDR tail) might
be misleading.

In summary, the present status of the experimental data clearly shows that the occurrence of a structure in the E1
response (identified with the PDR) in addition to the GDR is a common feature in atomic nuclei. The PDR seems to be located
in the energy region 6–10 MeV for most nuclei and exhausts on the order of 0.5% up to a few percent of the E1 EWSR. More
complete and consistent data is mandatory in order to experimentally verify the connection of the PDR to the neutron skin
of atomic nuclei and its systematics with respect to mass, neutron excess or the new proposed parameter ∆CCF .

4. Conclusions and outlook

The status summary given in the last subsection directly defines the major open questions concerning the PDR:

• Can one find well-defined substructures in the E1 response of atomic nuclei? Do the low-lying E1 excitations all have the
same character, or can one distinguish strength belonging to a Pygmy Dipole Resonance from E1 strength belonging to
the tail of the Giant Dipole Resonance?

• Can we observe systematic correlations between the energy position, total sum and fragmentation of the low-lying E1
strength (or it substructures) and basic properties of the nuclei, e.g., mass, valence particles, neutron excess or difference
between neutron and proton Fermi levels?

• Can one directly correlate the measured properties of the PDR to the size of the neutron (or proton) skin and/or to
parameters of the symmetry energy of the EOS?

• How general is the phenomenon of an increased E1 strength in the tail of the GDR? What is the minimum number of
nucleons necessary? Do we observe the same phenomenon in stable and exotic nuclei?

To address these questions, a combination of different experimental approaches is mandatory, i.e., there is not ‘‘the’’
single experiment which gives a comprehensive answer. The experimental agenda for the upcoming years will focus on the
following items:

1. One needs experiments investigating a broad energy region covering the E1 response below and above the particle
separation energies with adequate sensitivity. Measurements using Coulomb excitation (and Coulomb dissociation) or
the use of (quasi) mono-energetic photon sources for the excitation can address this need.

2. One needs experiments yielding additional observables for the low lying dipole strengths, e.g. γ -decay properties and
form factors of the 1− excitations. New setups will allow to measure γ -decay branchings with unprecedented accuracy.
For a few favorable cases the measurement of form factors in exclusive or inclusive electron scattering experiments may
become feasible. These difficult experimentsmight be started on prominent and simple caseswith such as 48Ca or 208Pb
in order to identify the differences of transition densities of E1 excitations at low and high energies. New experimental
setups allowing e.g. (e, e�γ ) experiments might allow to extend these studies to more complex nuclei.

3. One needs experiments covering a wide isospin and mass range. This asks for systematic studies from neutron-deficient
nuclei via the valley of stability (where high precision experiments are feasible) to neutron-rich nuclei. Therefore,
the present data situation suggests that much more measurements on radioactive isotopes in inverse kinematics are
mandatory. Setups at GSI and RIKEN are already operational and will deliver new data in the near future. Furthermore,
the study of electric dipole strength is one important task of the R3B project at the new radioactive beam facility FAIR. In



Proposed experimental programme 

Next-generation experiments – Goals:	

•  extraction of full dipole strength function	

  (below and above threshold, extracting E2 contribution,	

    γ (-cacade) and neutron channels)	

•  development of strength with neutron excess	

•  relation to symmetry energy	

•  characteristic of low-lying strength	

     (isospin structure, decay properties)	


è See talk today by Andrea Horvat  



Symmetry energy S2(ρ) and neutron skin in 208Pb 

•  strong linear correlation between 
neutron skin thickness and 
parameters a4, p0	


R.J.Furnstahl 	

NPA 706 (2002) 85-110	


Alex Brown, 	

PRL 85 (2000) 5296	
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Symmetry energy and dipole response 

neutron-skin thickness 	

dipole response	


S. Typel and B.A. Brown,    
Phys. Rev. C 64 (2001) 027302 
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Electromagnetic excitation at high energies 

High velocities v/c≈0.6-0.9 
⇒ High-frequency Fourier components 

Eγ,max ≈ 25 MeV (@ 1 GeV/u) 

b>RP+RT 
Pb 

 Absorption of 

‘virtual Photons’ 

σelm ~ Z2 

dσelm / dE = Nγ(E) σγ(E) 

Determination of ‘photon energy’ (excitation energy) via a kinematically complete	


measurement of the momenta of all outgoing particles (invariant mass)	




Production of fast exotic nuclei 

βγ
ρB

Z
A

cm
e
u

=

Bρ – from position at 
          middle focal plane  
          of the FRS 

β – from TOF 

Z – from ΔE 

•  Stable beams from SIS, fragmentation on Be target or in-flight fission	

•  Selection of radioactive beams in Fragment Separator (FRS)	




The LAND reaction setup @GSI 

Excitation energy E*  from kinematically 
complete measurement of all outgoing 
particles:	


Neutrons	


ToF, ΔE	


LAN
D	
tracking → Bρ ∼ A/Qβγ	


Charged fragments	


Photons	

ALADIN	

large-acceptance dipole	


ToF, x, y, z	


Crystal Ball 
and Target	


projectile	

tracking	


~12 m	


Mixed beam	
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Di!erential cross sections as a function
of the neutron kinetic energy for the (!!,1n) (upper frame)
and (!!,2n) (lower frame) channels in the rest frame of the
incoming 68Ni. The total neutron kinetic energy (open red
squares) for the (!!,2n) channel is shown as well in the lower
frame. See text for the description of the fit functions.

obtained with the 4! NaI detector in the Sn experiment.176

The photopeak e!ciency of a 1 MeV (rest frame energy)177

"-ray amounts to 17%, while, on average, approximately178

40% of the total energy released by photon (cascade) de-179

cays is detected in the CsI.180

In Fig. 1, we show the neutron kinetic-energy di"er-181

ential cross sections for the 68Ni("!,n) and 68Ni("!,2n)182

reaction channels in the rest frame of the projectile. In183

addition, the sum of the kinetic energies of both neutrons184

is presented in the lower panel as well, taking the corre-185

lation between both evaporated neutrons into account.186

In order to reconstruct the excitation energy using the187188

invariant mass, the Doppler-corrected "-ray spectra were189

also analyzed for these two reaction channels (Fig. 2).190

The photon spectra of both channels are dominated by191

the low-energy background originating from atomic in-192

teractions between the beam particles and the Pb target.193

While no strong "-lines in the 68Ni("!,n) channel are ob-194

served (inset), the 2+ ! 0+(g.s.) transition at 1.42 MeV195

in 66Ni is clearly visible in the 68Ni("!,2n) data.196

The extraction of the E1 strength of 68Ni requires a197

simultaneous fit of all relevant observables related to the198

decay of the excited nucleus. In the present case, the neu-199

tron kinetic energies, the total neutron kinetic energy (in200

the 2n decay channel) and the reconstructed excitation201
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Single photon energy spectra for the
68Ni(!!,2n) and 68Ni(!!,1n) (inset) channels. The respective
fit functions are overlaid as black lines.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) E1 strength distribution (histogram
and black data points) with GDR + PDR fit function (red
line). The GDR contribution (dashed blue line) and the GDR
from systematics (gray dotted line) are shown for reference.
The neutron threshold is indicated by the dashed vertical line
at 7.792 MeV.

energy were used by the fitting algorithm. Establishing202

an unbiased description of the spectral shape of the E1203

strength distribution, a series of 8 independent bins (as204

shown in Fig. 3) was used as trial input. The width of205

each energy bin was derived from the experimental res-206

olution, determined with the previously described simu-207

lation. The bins ranged from the neutron threshold at208

7.792 MeV up to 28.4 MeV, covering the relevant en-209

ergy regions of the GDR and of eventual low-lying E1210

strength. A #2 minimization was performed using the211

experimental data to adjust the cumulated strength in212

each bin. The convoluted distributions of the obtained213

result are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as the fit functions of214

the respective observable distributions. With the neutron215

and photon spectra properly described, the result can be216

considered as being the de-convoluted excitation-energy217

distribution and is shown in Fig. 3, with the associated218

statistical fluctuations and systematic uncertainties aris-219

Analysis of 68Ni: decay after Coulomb excitation 

Rdirect = 24(4) %	


Neutron kinetic energy	


1n	


gamma sum energy	


consistent fit taking into account:	

	

1) invariant mass, but also information 	

of subsets like Ekin(n), Eγsum etc.	

	

2) detailed knowledge about detector 	

response function 	
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Di!erential cross sections as a function
of the neutron kinetic energy for the (!!,1n) (upper frame)
and (!!,2n) (lower frame) channels in the rest frame of the
incoming 68Ni. The total neutron kinetic energy (open red
squares) for the (!!,2n) channel is shown as well in the lower
frame. See text for the description of the fit functions.

obtained with the 4! NaI detector in the Sn experiment.176

The photopeak e!ciency of a 1 MeV (rest frame energy)177

"-ray amounts to 17%, while, on average, approximately178

40% of the total energy released by photon (cascade) de-179

cays is detected in the CsI.180

In Fig. 1, we show the neutron kinetic-energy di"er-181

ential cross sections for the 68Ni("!,n) and 68Ni("!,2n)182

reaction channels in the rest frame of the projectile. In183

addition, the sum of the kinetic energies of both neutrons184

is presented in the lower panel as well, taking the corre-185

lation between both evaporated neutrons into account.186

In order to reconstruct the excitation energy using the187188

invariant mass, the Doppler-corrected "-ray spectra were189

also analyzed for these two reaction channels (Fig. 2).190

The photon spectra of both channels are dominated by191

the low-energy background originating from atomic in-192

teractions between the beam particles and the Pb target.193

While no strong "-lines in the 68Ni("!,n) channel are ob-194

served (inset), the 2+ ! 0+(g.s.) transition at 1.42 MeV195

in 66Ni is clearly visible in the 68Ni("!,2n) data.196

The extraction of the E1 strength of 68Ni requires a197

simultaneous fit of all relevant observables related to the198

decay of the excited nucleus. In the present case, the neu-199

tron kinetic energies, the total neutron kinetic energy (in200

the 2n decay channel) and the reconstructed excitation201
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Single photon energy spectra for the
68Ni(!!,2n) and 68Ni(!!,1n) (inset) channels. The respective
fit functions are overlaid as black lines.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) E1 strength distribution (histogram
and black data points) with GDR + PDR fit function (red
line). The GDR contribution (dashed blue line) and the GDR
from systematics (gray dotted line) are shown for reference.
The neutron threshold is indicated by the dashed vertical line
at 7.792 MeV.

energy were used by the fitting algorithm. Establishing202

an unbiased description of the spectral shape of the E1203

strength distribution, a series of 8 independent bins (as204

shown in Fig. 3) was used as trial input. The width of205

each energy bin was derived from the experimental res-206

olution, determined with the previously described simu-207

lation. The bins ranged from the neutron threshold at208

7.792 MeV up to 28.4 MeV, covering the relevant en-209

ergy regions of the GDR and of eventual low-lying E1210

strength. A #2 minimization was performed using the211

experimental data to adjust the cumulated strength in212

each bin. The convoluted distributions of the obtained213

result are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as the fit functions of214

the respective observable distributions. With the neutron215

and photon spectra properly described, the result can be216

considered as being the de-convoluted excitation-energy217

distribution and is shown in Fig. 3, with the associated218

statistical fluctuations and systematic uncertainties aris-219



Dipole strength distribution of 68Ni 

Simultaneous fit of spectra with 8 individual energy bins as free fit parameters: 
„deconvolution“ 
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Di!erential cross sections as a function
of the neutron kinetic energy for the (!!,1n) (upper frame)
and (!!,2n) (lower frame) channels in the rest frame of the
incoming 68Ni. The total neutron kinetic energy (open red
squares) for the (!!,2n) channel is shown as well in the lower
frame. See text for the description of the fit functions.
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The photopeak e!ciency of a 1 MeV (rest frame energy)177

"-ray amounts to 17%, while, on average, approximately178

40% of the total energy released by photon (cascade) de-179

cays is detected in the CsI.180

In Fig. 1, we show the neutron kinetic-energy di"er-181

ential cross sections for the 68Ni("!,n) and 68Ni("!,2n)182

reaction channels in the rest frame of the projectile. In183

addition, the sum of the kinetic energies of both neutrons184

is presented in the lower panel as well, taking the corre-185

lation between both evaporated neutrons into account.186

In order to reconstruct the excitation energy using the187188

invariant mass, the Doppler-corrected "-ray spectra were189

also analyzed for these two reaction channels (Fig. 2).190

The photon spectra of both channels are dominated by191

the low-energy background originating from atomic in-192

teractions between the beam particles and the Pb target.193

While no strong "-lines in the 68Ni("!,n) channel are ob-194

served (inset), the 2+ ! 0+(g.s.) transition at 1.42 MeV195

in 66Ni is clearly visible in the 68Ni("!,2n) data.196

The extraction of the E1 strength of 68Ni requires a197

simultaneous fit of all relevant observables related to the198

decay of the excited nucleus. In the present case, the neu-199

tron kinetic energies, the total neutron kinetic energy (in200

the 2n decay channel) and the reconstructed excitation201
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Single photon energy spectra for the
68Ni(!!,2n) and 68Ni(!!,1n) (inset) channels. The respective
fit functions are overlaid as black lines.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) E1 strength distribution (histogram
and black data points) with GDR + PDR fit function (red
line). The GDR contribution (dashed blue line) and the GDR
from systematics (gray dotted line) are shown for reference.
The neutron threshold is indicated by the dashed vertical line
at 7.792 MeV.

energy were used by the fitting algorithm. Establishing202

an unbiased description of the spectral shape of the E1203

strength distribution, a series of 8 independent bins (as204

shown in Fig. 3) was used as trial input. The width of205

each energy bin was derived from the experimental res-206

olution, determined with the previously described simu-207

lation. The bins ranged from the neutron threshold at208

7.792 MeV up to 28.4 MeV, covering the relevant en-209

ergy regions of the GDR and of eventual low-lying E1210

strength. A #2 minimization was performed using the211

experimental data to adjust the cumulated strength in212

each bin. The convoluted distributions of the obtained213

result are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as the fit functions of214

the respective observable distributions. With the neutron215

and photon spectra properly described, the result can be216

considered as being the de-convoluted excitation-energy217

distribution and is shown in Fig. 3, with the associated218

statistical fluctuations and systematic uncertainties aris-219
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TABLE I. GDR and PDR parameters for 68Ni from fit to E1
strength, as shown in Fig. 3. Included as well are the GDR
and PDR parameters from literature.

This work Lit. Ref.

GDR
Em [MeV] 17.1(2) 17.84

[30]! [MeV] 6.1(5) 5.69
SEWSR [%] 98(7) 100

PDR
Em [MeV] 9.55(17) 11

[13, 25]! [MeV] 0.51(13) < 1
SEWSR [%] 2.8(5) 5.0(1.5)

ing from correlations among the bins due to the instru-220

mental response discussed above.221

The neutron kinetic energies in the 1n channel can-222

not be described by a statistical decay alone (dashed line223

in upper frame in Fig. 1). Since the 2n channel opens224

5.81 MeV above the 1n threshold, neutron energies far225

above this value are not expected to be observed, un-226

less a second decay mode is considered. By adding a227

non-statistical decay component (dotted line in upper228

frame in Fig. 1) to the fit procedure, in which the ex-229

cited nucleus decays to the vicinity of the A-1 ground230

state exclusively by the emission of one highly energetic231

neutron, the neutron kinetic energies in the (!!,n) chan-232

nel can be described properly. The non-statistical decay233

branching ratio, which is considered to be constant over234

the entire studied energy range, was obtained from the "2
235

minimization and amounts to 25(2)%, which is in good236

agreement with the expected values for nuclei in this mass237

region [30].238

In order to extract the GDR and PDR parameters239

from the E1 strength distribution, a function compris-240

ing a Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian curve was fit to the241

deconvoluted experimental data. The values obtained242

for the centroid energy (Em), width (! for the GDR, #243

for the PDR) and SEWSR are listed in Table I, which in-244

cludes the GDR parameters predicted by systematics [30]245

as well. Fig. 3 shows the composite fit function as well as246

the strength attributed to the GDR alone. A slight shift247

towards lower centroid energy is observed for 68Ni com-248

pared to the systematics for stable nuclei. Extracting the249

PDR parameters in this manner allows for a direct com-250

parison with the results obtained by Wieland et al. [25],251

reporting a centroid energy of 11 MeV, a width of less252

than 1 MeV and SEWSR = 5.0(1.5)% (under the assump-253

tion of a direct photon decay branching ratio from the254

PDR region of !4%). While energy and width are in rea-255

sonable agreement, we observe significantly less sum-rule256

strength in the low-lying peak. In turn, we can extract257

from this comparison the direct !-decay branching ratio258

for the decay of the PDR in 68Ni to 7(2)%, which is sig-259

nificantly larger than the estimate of Ref. [25] assuming260

a statistical decay.261

We now turn to the extraction of the dipole polarizabil-262

ity $D, which is enhanced by the PDR in neutron-rich263
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Inverse energy-weighted dipole
strength (black dots) with FSUGold calculations of
Piekarewicz [9] for three neutron-skin thickness values for
68Ni. Inset: experimental dipole polarizability cumulated
sum with corresponding FSUGold calculations.

nuclei, as expected for species exhibiting an appreciable264

neutron skin. Fig. 4 presents the experimental inverse265

energy-weighted dipole strength distribution (integrand266

of Eq. 1) of 68Ni compared to the results of a relativis-267

tic RPA calculation by Piekarewicz [9], which uses the268

accurately calibrated FSUGold parameterization of the269

mean-field interaction. The variation of an empirical cou-270

pling constant responsible for isoscalar-isovector mixing271

leads to a modification of the density dependence of the272

symmetry energy as well as of the overall E1 strength.273

The tuning of this parameter allows correlations between274

theoretical and experimental quantities to be established,275

such as between the neutron-skin thickness and the dipole276

polarizability [9]. The calculated dipole response func-277

tions have been convoluted with the experimental energy278

resolution for comparison. Three cases for di"erent val-279

ues of #Rn,p are shown in Fig. 4 on top of the experi-280

mental data.281

While the spectral shape of the inverse energy-282

weighted dipole strength allows us to identify and sep-283

arate the regions of low-lying and GDR strength, the284

integral dipole polarizability itself provides su$cient and285

robust information to correlate #Rn,p with an experi-286

mental observable. The inset in Fig. 4 depicts the cumu-287

lative sum, both for the experimental data as well as for288

the calculated curves. The experimental value amounts289

to $D = 3.40(23) fm3, evaluated with an upper integra-290

tion limit of 28.4 MeV.291

Making use of the nearly linear relationship be-292

tween $D and #Rn,p provided by the calculations of293

Piekarewicz [9] as shown in Fig. 5, we deduce #Rn,p =294

0.175(21) fm for 68Ni using the measured dipole polariz-295

ability. The same calculation which reproduces the mea-296

sured $D in 68Ni predicts #Rn,p = 0.16(3) fm in 208Pb,297

which is in very good agreement with the values extracted298

in Refs. [5, 10, 14]. Applying the method outlined by299

O. Wieland et al., PRL 102, 092502 (2009)                 	


Direct gamma-decay 
branching ratio 	

Γ0/Γ = 7(2)%	


D. Rossi et al., PRL 111 (2013) 242503  

detectors is shown in a linear scale together with the
corresponding GEANT simulation. It is important to men-
tion that for the HPGe detectors, being placed close to the
CATE detector and having a time resolution >10 ns, the
background reduction is not as good as for the BaF2
detectors (placed backward and with a time resolution of
<1 ns). For the spectra measured with BaF2 detectors we
have performed statistical model calculations [20] to inter-
pret schematically the exponential part of the spectra. For
the statistical calculation we have used the energy value
given by the adiabatic cutoff energy of the Coulomb
excitation process (!20 MeV). The adiabatic limit of
Coulomb excitation was deduced with Emax ! @c!"

bmin
, where

bmin is the smallest impact parameter for which interac-
tions involving nuclear forces are negligible. The calcu-
lated statistical emission from the target and projectile was
obtained using the standard GDR strength function, by
correcting the "-ray energy for the Doppler shift due to
the projectile velocity (to be consistent with the experi-
mental data treatment) and by folding with the detector
response function. The condition of detecting only one "
ray can be neglected in the statistical model calculation
because both the "-ray efficiency (!5% at 1 MeV) and the
" multiplicity produced by the reaction (measured to be
!1:1) are low. The statistical model predictions are shown
in Fig. 2 in comparison with the data normalized at
3–5 MeV. One can note that the sum of the target and
projectile statistical contributions reproduces remarkably
well the exponential shape of the data and that there is an
excess yield very pronounced at around 11MeV, which can
be attributed to the projectile emission on the basis of
Doppler correction arguments. The data in the region of
interest for searching the pygmy resonance in the electric
dipole response function were obtained by subtracting

from the measurements the computed statistical model
contribution and some background extrapolated from the
very high-energy region. The corresponding data are
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. The present results
of the " decay of the 68Ni at 600 MeV=nucleon are char-
acterized by a peak structure centered at 11 MeV for which
it is important to understand not only the shape but also the
measured value of the cross section. To describe the mea-
sured cross section for " emission from the 68Ni nucleus in
the region E" > 6 MeV we have to evaluate the product of
the excitation cross section #exc with the branching ratio
for " emission R".
The "-ray emission from the GDR is expected to be

dominated by the ground state decay and the decay to the
2" state (due to the coupling of 1# to 2") depends on the
nuclear structure [21]. The latter for the pygmy, having a
much smaller width (<1 MeV), is expected to be smaller.
To verify this we have examined the 9–11 MeV region
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FIG. 3 (color online). In the upper part the 68Ni photoabsorp-
tion cross section is shown with a full drawn line (scale on the
right). The differential cross section obtained after applying the
equivalent virtual photon method (VP) is shown with a dotted
line (scale on the left). The dashed line (scale on the left) is
obtained by including the " branching ratio (VP and R"). In the
bottom panel the open circles show the "-ray cross section
measured with BaF2 detectors. The 3 lines in the bottom panel
display calculations of the " cross section (including the re-
sponse function). The long dashed line is the decay of the PDR,
the dotted line is the decay of the GDR and the thick line the sum
of the two contributions.

FIG. 2 (color online). The high-energy "-ray spectrum mea-
sured with BaF2 detectors and Doppler corrected with the
velocity of the projectile. The lines are the statistical model
calculations for the target (dotted line) and for the beam (dashed
line) nuclei. In the inset the continuous line superimposed to the
measured data is the result of a GEANT simulation for a
"-transition at 11 MeV.
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detectors is shown in a linear scale together with the
corresponding GEANT simulation. It is important to men-
tion that for the HPGe detectors, being placed close to the
CATE detector and having a time resolution >10 ns, the
background reduction is not as good as for the BaF2
detectors (placed backward and with a time resolution of
<1 ns). For the spectra measured with BaF2 detectors we
have performed statistical model calculations [20] to inter-
pret schematically the exponential part of the spectra. For
the statistical calculation we have used the energy value
given by the adiabatic cutoff energy of the Coulomb
excitation process (!20 MeV). The adiabatic limit of
Coulomb excitation was deduced with Emax ! @c!"

bmin
, where

bmin is the smallest impact parameter for which interac-
tions involving nuclear forces are negligible. The calcu-
lated statistical emission from the target and projectile was
obtained using the standard GDR strength function, by
correcting the "-ray energy for the Doppler shift due to
the projectile velocity (to be consistent with the experi-
mental data treatment) and by folding with the detector
response function. The condition of detecting only one "
ray can be neglected in the statistical model calculation
because both the "-ray efficiency (!5% at 1 MeV) and the
" multiplicity produced by the reaction (measured to be
!1:1) are low. The statistical model predictions are shown
in Fig. 2 in comparison with the data normalized at
3–5 MeV. One can note that the sum of the target and
projectile statistical contributions reproduces remarkably
well the exponential shape of the data and that there is an
excess yield very pronounced at around 11MeV, which can
be attributed to the projectile emission on the basis of
Doppler correction arguments. The data in the region of
interest for searching the pygmy resonance in the electric
dipole response function were obtained by subtracting

from the measurements the computed statistical model
contribution and some background extrapolated from the
very high-energy region. The corresponding data are
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. The present results
of the " decay of the 68Ni at 600 MeV=nucleon are char-
acterized by a peak structure centered at 11 MeV for which
it is important to understand not only the shape but also the
measured value of the cross section. To describe the mea-
sured cross section for " emission from the 68Ni nucleus in
the region E" > 6 MeV we have to evaluate the product of
the excitation cross section #exc with the branching ratio
for " emission R".
The "-ray emission from the GDR is expected to be

dominated by the ground state decay and the decay to the
2" state (due to the coupling of 1# to 2") depends on the
nuclear structure [21]. The latter for the pygmy, having a
much smaller width (<1 MeV), is expected to be smaller.
To verify this we have examined the 9–11 MeV region
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FIG. 3 (color online). In the upper part the 68Ni photoabsorp-
tion cross section is shown with a full drawn line (scale on the
right). The differential cross section obtained after applying the
equivalent virtual photon method (VP) is shown with a dotted
line (scale on the left). The dashed line (scale on the left) is
obtained by including the " branching ratio (VP and R"). In the
bottom panel the open circles show the "-ray cross section
measured with BaF2 detectors. The 3 lines in the bottom panel
display calculations of the " cross section (including the re-
sponse function). The long dashed line is the decay of the PDR,
the dotted line is the decay of the GDR and the thick line the sum
of the two contributions.

FIG. 2 (color online). The high-energy "-ray spectrum mea-
sured with BaF2 detectors and Doppler corrected with the
velocity of the projectile. The lines are the statistical model
calculations for the target (dotted line) and for the beam (dashed
line) nuclei. In the inset the continuous line superimposed to the
measured data is the result of a GEANT simulation for a
"-transition at 11 MeV.
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TABLE I. GDR and PDR parameters for 68Ni from fit to E1
strength, as shown in Fig. 3. Included as well are the GDR
and PDR parameters from literature.

This work Lit. Ref.

GDR
Em [MeV] 17.1(2) 17.84

[30]! [MeV] 6.1(5) 5.69
SEWSR [%] 98(7) 100

PDR
Em [MeV] 9.55(17) 11

[13, 25]! [MeV] 0.51(13) < 1
SEWSR [%] 2.8(5) 5.0(1.5)

ing from correlations among the bins due to the instru-220

mental response discussed above.221

The neutron kinetic energies in the 1n channel can-222

not be described by a statistical decay alone (dashed line223

in upper frame in Fig. 1). Since the 2n channel opens224

5.81 MeV above the 1n threshold, neutron energies far225

above this value are not expected to be observed, un-226

less a second decay mode is considered. By adding a227

non-statistical decay component (dotted line in upper228

frame in Fig. 1) to the fit procedure, in which the ex-229

cited nucleus decays to the vicinity of the A-1 ground230

state exclusively by the emission of one highly energetic231

neutron, the neutron kinetic energies in the (!!,n) chan-232

nel can be described properly. The non-statistical decay233

branching ratio, which is considered to be constant over234

the entire studied energy range, was obtained from the "2
235

minimization and amounts to 25(2)%, which is in good236

agreement with the expected values for nuclei in this mass237

region [30].238

In order to extract the GDR and PDR parameters239

from the E1 strength distribution, a function compris-240

ing a Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian curve was fit to the241

deconvoluted experimental data. The values obtained242

for the centroid energy (Em), width (! for the GDR, #243

for the PDR) and SEWSR are listed in Table I, which in-244

cludes the GDR parameters predicted by systematics [30]245

as well. Fig. 3 shows the composite fit function as well as246

the strength attributed to the GDR alone. A slight shift247

towards lower centroid energy is observed for 68Ni com-248

pared to the systematics for stable nuclei. Extracting the249

PDR parameters in this manner allows for a direct com-250

parison with the results obtained by Wieland et al. [25],251

reporting a centroid energy of 11 MeV, a width of less252

than 1 MeV and SEWSR = 5.0(1.5)% (under the assump-253

tion of a direct photon decay branching ratio from the254

PDR region of !4%). While energy and width are in rea-255

sonable agreement, we observe significantly less sum-rule256

strength in the low-lying peak. In turn, we can extract257

from this comparison the direct !-decay branching ratio258

for the decay of the PDR in 68Ni to 7(2)%, which is sig-259

nificantly larger than the estimate of Ref. [25] assuming260

a statistical decay.261

We now turn to the extraction of the dipole polarizabil-262

ity $D, which is enhanced by the PDR in neutron-rich263
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Inverse energy-weighted dipole
strength (black dots) with FSUGold calculations of
Piekarewicz [9] for three neutron-skin thickness values for
68Ni. Inset: experimental dipole polarizability cumulated
sum with corresponding FSUGold calculations.

nuclei, as expected for species exhibiting an appreciable264

neutron skin. Fig. 4 presents the experimental inverse265

energy-weighted dipole strength distribution (integrand266

of Eq. 1) of 68Ni compared to the results of a relativis-267

tic RPA calculation by Piekarewicz [9], which uses the268

accurately calibrated FSUGold parameterization of the269

mean-field interaction. The variation of an empirical cou-270

pling constant responsible for isoscalar-isovector mixing271

leads to a modification of the density dependence of the272

symmetry energy as well as of the overall E1 strength.273

The tuning of this parameter allows correlations between274

theoretical and experimental quantities to be established,275

such as between the neutron-skin thickness and the dipole276

polarizability [9]. The calculated dipole response func-277

tions have been convoluted with the experimental energy278

resolution for comparison. Three cases for di"erent val-279

ues of #Rn,p are shown in Fig. 4 on top of the experi-280

mental data.281

While the spectral shape of the inverse energy-282

weighted dipole strength allows us to identify and sep-283

arate the regions of low-lying and GDR strength, the284

integral dipole polarizability itself provides su$cient and285

robust information to correlate #Rn,p with an experi-286

mental observable. The inset in Fig. 4 depicts the cumu-287

lative sum, both for the experimental data as well as for288

the calculated curves. The experimental value amounts289

to $D = 3.40(23) fm3, evaluated with an upper integra-290

tion limit of 28.4 MeV.291

Making use of the nearly linear relationship be-292

tween $D and #Rn,p provided by the calculations of293

Piekarewicz [9] as shown in Fig. 5, we deduce #Rn,p =294

0.175(21) fm for 68Ni using the measured dipole polariz-295

ability. The same calculation which reproduces the mea-296

sured $D in 68Ni predicts #Rn,p = 0.16(3) fm in 208Pb,297

which is in very good agreement with the values extracted298

in Refs. [5, 10, 14]. Applying the method outlined by299
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Correlation between neutron-skin
thickness and dipole polarizability in 68Ni using FSUGold [9].
The shaded zones indicate the experimental errors on the
measured !D and extrapolated !Rn,p values.

Roca-Maza et al. [10] which provides a greatly improved300

correlation (and thus less model dependence) by corre-301

lating the product of !D and of the symmetry energy J302

with !Rn,p, excellent agreement is also found with the303

measured value of !D for 208Pb [5, 10]. A combined304

analysis, which is beyond the scope of this Letter, will305

tighten the constraints on the density dependence of the306

symmetry energy further. In particular, future precise307

measurements for several neutron-rich nuclei with an ap-308

preciable neutron skin using the method presented here309

will be of great importance.310

In summary, we presented results on the E1 strength in311

the neutron-rich 68Ni, with excitation energies spanning312

the PDR and GDR regions. A bin-wise deconvolution313

of the experimental data was performed and revealed314

not only the GDR at its expected location, but also a315

PDR described by a Gaussian at 9.55(17) MeV exhaust-316

ing 2.8(5)% of the E1 energy-weighted sum rule strength.317

In combination with a previous measurement [25], a sur-318

prisingly large direct photon decay branch for the PDR319

of 6.7(1.1)% has been found. The dipole polarizabil-320

ity was determined from the deconvoluted data for the321

first time in an unstable nucleus, leading to a value of322

!D = 3.40(23) fm3 integrated up to 28.4 MeV. A com-323

parison of this result with theoretical calculations yielded324

a neutron-skin thickness of 0.175(21) fm for 68Ni using325

the measured dipole polarizability. This result can also326

be compared to the value of 0.200(15) fm deduced by327

Carbone et al. from an analysis of the PDR strength328

in 68Ni [13]. Taking into account our value obtained329

for the PDR strength (which does not depend on the330

"-decay branching ratio) would bring the !Rn,p valuein331

a similar analysis even closer to our result. The method332

described in this Letter will allow the measurements of333

the dipole polarizability to be extended to more neutron-334

rich systems, which will be important to understand and335

quantify remaining model dependencies and to further336

constrain the isospin-dependent part of the equation of337

state of nuclear matter.338
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The E1 strength distribution in 68Ni has been investigated using Coulomb excitation in inverse
kinematics at the R3B-LAND setup and by measuring the invariant mass in the one and two-
neutron decay channels. The GDR and a low-lying peak (PDR) have been observed at 17.1(2) and
9.55(17) MeV, respectively. The measured dipole polarizability is compared to relativistic RPA
calculations yielding a neutron-skin thickness of 0.175(21) fm. A method and analysis applicable
to neutron-rich nuclei has been developed, allowing for a precise determination of neutron skins in
nuclei as a function of neutron excess.

PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 24.30.Gd, 25.60.-t, 25.70.De30

The knowledge of the nuclear equation-of-state (EoS)31

of neutron-rich matter is key for the understanding of32

many phenomena both in nuclear physics and astro-33

physics, ranging from the properties and reactions of34

neutron-rich nuclei to Super-Nova dynamics and prop-35

erties of neutron stars. Huge theoretical and experimen-36

tal e!orts have been devoted in recent years in order to37

constrain the isospin-asymmetric part of the EoS, i.e.,38

the symmetry energy, and its density dependence, see39

for instance Refs. [1–3]. The neutron skin of neutron-40

rich nuclei is a property that is directly related to the41

EoS of asymmetric matter close to saturation density.42

The density dependence of the symmetry energy governs43

the neutron skin in nuclei as well as the radius of neutron44

stars [4]. However, a precise experimental determination45

of the neutron-skin thickness remains challenging [5, 6].46

The electric dipole (E1) response of nuclei, and in par-47

ticular its dependence on the neutron-to-proton asymme-48

try, is governed by the symmetry energy and its density49

dependence as well [7–10]. Recently, the low-lying E150

strength appearing in neutron-rich nuclei, often denoted51

as Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR) [11], has been uti-52

lized to constrain the symmetry energy or the neutron-53

skin thickness [7, 12, 13]. It has been pointed out by54

Reinhard and Nazarewicz [8], that the electric dipole po-55

larizability !D of the nucleus provides a more robust and56

less model-dependent observable to extract "Rn,p. The57

dipole polarizability !D, which is indeed very sensitive to58

low-lying E1 strength due to its inverse energy weighting,59

is defined as follows [9]:60

!D =
!c

2"2

! "

0

# (E)

E2
dE, (1)

where #(E) is the photoabsorption cross section.61

Tamii et al. measured the dipole polarizability of62

208Pb, amounting to 20.1(6) fm3/e2, and extracted its63

Neutron-skin thickness	
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Dipole polarizability against the neutron skin thickness in 208Pb predicted by modern nuclear EDFs [10–17]. A
correlation coefficient of r = 0.62 is found. (b) Dipole polarizability times the symmetry energy at saturation of each model against the neutron
skin thickness in 208Pb predicted by the same EDFs of panel (a). The linear fit gives 10!2!DJ = (3.01 ± 0.32) + (19.22 ± 0.73)"rnp with a
correlation coefficient r = 0.97, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9% and 70% confidence bands.

skin thickness of 208Pb:

"rnp = 0.165 ± (0.009)expt ± (0.013)theor ± (0.021)est fm.

(13)

We labeled the uncertainty derived from the different estimates
on J as “est” because it contains uncertainties coming from
both experimental and theoretical analyses, which are often not
easy to separate. In addition, we use a different label to keep
track of the magnitude of the various uncertainties. Finally,
we note that the above result for the neutron skin thickness of
208Pb is in agreement with previous estimates [1–4,11,33].

Given the strong correlation between the neutron skin
thickness of 208Pb and the slope of the symmetry energy L,
one expects that the strong correlation between !DJ and "rnp

will extend also to L. Moreover, based on the DM insights
summarized in Eq. (11), we display in Fig. 2 the microscopic
predictions for !DJ as a function of L for the same models
depicted in Fig. 1. The correlation between !DJ and L is of
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dipole polarizability in 208Pb times the
symmetry energy at saturation as a function of the slope parameter L.
The same EDFs [10–17] of Fig. 1 are used. The linear fit gives
10!2!DJ = (4.80 ± 0.04) + (0.033 ± 0.001)L with a correlation
coefficient r = 0.96, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9%
and 70% confidence bands.

particular interest since it provides a direct relation between
J and L via the high-precision measurement of the electric
dipole polarizability. Specifically, we obtain

L = !146 ± (1)theor + [6.11 ± (0.18)expt ± (0.26)theor]J,

(14)

where both J and L are expressed in MeV. In particular,
adopting as before a value of J = [31 ± (2)est] MeV, the above
equation translates into the following constraint on L:

L = 43 ± (6)expt ± (8)theor ± (12)est MeV. (15)

Our results show that the analytical formulas (8) and (11)
reproduce the trends of the employed microscopic models.
For completeness, we now evaluate the quantitative accuracy
of these macroscopic formulas in reproducing the present
self-consistent results. In doing so, we use the microscopic
predictions for the different quantities appearing in the right-
hand side of Eqs. (8) and (11) and calculate !D by using the two
macroscopic expressions. As a result, compared with the actual
self-consistent values of !D , we find that Eqs. (8) and (11) are
accurate within 10% and 12% on average, respectively.

We conclude this section by noting that the analysis
presented here may be systematically extended to other heavy
nuclei if !D is experimentally known. This could tighten the
constraint between J and L.

B. The dipole polarizability and the parity-violating
asymmetry in 208Pb

The parity-violating asymmetry in the elastic scattering of
high-energy polarized electrons from 208Pb was recently mea-
sured at low momentum transfer at the Jefferson Laboratory by
the Lead Radius Experiment (PREX) Collaboration [2]. The
parity-violating asymmetry is defined as the relative difference
between the differential cross sections of ultrarelativistic
elastically scattered electrons with positive and negative

024316-4
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skin thickness in 208Pb predicted by the same EDFs of panel (a). The linear fit gives 10!2!DJ = (3.01 ± 0.32) + (19.22 ± 0.73)"rnp with a
correlation coefficient r = 0.97, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9% and 70% confidence bands.
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We labeled the uncertainty derived from the different estimates
on J as “est” because it contains uncertainties coming from
both experimental and theoretical analyses, which are often not
easy to separate. In addition, we use a different label to keep
track of the magnitude of the various uncertainties. Finally,
we note that the above result for the neutron skin thickness of
208Pb is in agreement with previous estimates [1–4,11,33].

Given the strong correlation between the neutron skin
thickness of 208Pb and the slope of the symmetry energy L,
one expects that the strong correlation between !DJ and "rnp

will extend also to L. Moreover, based on the DM insights
summarized in Eq. (11), we display in Fig. 2 the microscopic
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dipole polarizability in 208Pb times the
symmetry energy at saturation as a function of the slope parameter L.
The same EDFs [10–17] of Fig. 1 are used. The linear fit gives
10!2!DJ = (4.80 ± 0.04) + (0.033 ± 0.001)L with a correlation
coefficient r = 0.96, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9%
and 70% confidence bands.

particular interest since it provides a direct relation between
J and L via the high-precision measurement of the electric
dipole polarizability. Specifically, we obtain

L = !146 ± (1)theor + [6.11 ± (0.18)expt ± (0.26)theor]J,

(14)

where both J and L are expressed in MeV. In particular,
adopting as before a value of J = [31 ± (2)est] MeV, the above
equation translates into the following constraint on L:

L = 43 ± (6)expt ± (8)theor ± (12)est MeV. (15)

Our results show that the analytical formulas (8) and (11)
reproduce the trends of the employed microscopic models.
For completeness, we now evaluate the quantitative accuracy
of these macroscopic formulas in reproducing the present
self-consistent results. In doing so, we use the microscopic
predictions for the different quantities appearing in the right-
hand side of Eqs. (8) and (11) and calculate !D by using the two
macroscopic expressions. As a result, compared with the actual
self-consistent values of !D , we find that Eqs. (8) and (11) are
accurate within 10% and 12% on average, respectively.

We conclude this section by noting that the analysis
presented here may be systematically extended to other heavy
nuclei if !D is experimentally known. This could tighten the
constraint between J and L.

B. The dipole polarizability and the parity-violating
asymmetry in 208Pb

The parity-violating asymmetry in the elastic scattering of
high-energy polarized electrons from 208Pb was recently mea-
sured at low momentum transfer at the Jefferson Laboratory by
the Lead Radius Experiment (PREX) Collaboration [2]. The
parity-violating asymmetry is defined as the relative difference
between the differential cross sections of ultrarelativistic
elastically scattered electrons with positive and negative
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Dipole polarizability against the neutron skin thickness in 208Pb predicted by modern nuclear EDFs [10–17]. A
correlation coefficient of r = 0.62 is found. (b) Dipole polarizability times the symmetry energy at saturation of each model against the neutron
skin thickness in 208Pb predicted by the same EDFs of panel (a). The linear fit gives 10!2!DJ = (3.01 ± 0.32) + (19.22 ± 0.73)"rnp with a
correlation coefficient r = 0.97, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9% and 70% confidence bands.

skin thickness of 208Pb:

"rnp = 0.165 ± (0.009)expt ± (0.013)theor ± (0.021)est fm.

(13)

We labeled the uncertainty derived from the different estimates
on J as “est” because it contains uncertainties coming from
both experimental and theoretical analyses, which are often not
easy to separate. In addition, we use a different label to keep
track of the magnitude of the various uncertainties. Finally,
we note that the above result for the neutron skin thickness of
208Pb is in agreement with previous estimates [1–4,11,33].

Given the strong correlation between the neutron skin
thickness of 208Pb and the slope of the symmetry energy L,
one expects that the strong correlation between !DJ and "rnp

will extend also to L. Moreover, based on the DM insights
summarized in Eq. (11), we display in Fig. 2 the microscopic
predictions for !DJ as a function of L for the same models
depicted in Fig. 1. The correlation between !DJ and L is of
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dipole polarizability in 208Pb times the
symmetry energy at saturation as a function of the slope parameter L.
The same EDFs [10–17] of Fig. 1 are used. The linear fit gives
10!2!DJ = (4.80 ± 0.04) + (0.033 ± 0.001)L with a correlation
coefficient r = 0.96, and the two shaded regions represent the 99.9%
and 70% confidence bands.

particular interest since it provides a direct relation between
J and L via the high-precision measurement of the electric
dipole polarizability. Specifically, we obtain

L = !146 ± (1)theor + [6.11 ± (0.18)expt ± (0.26)theor]J,

(14)

where both J and L are expressed in MeV. In particular,
adopting as before a value of J = [31 ± (2)est] MeV, the above
equation translates into the following constraint on L:

L = 43 ± (6)expt ± (8)theor ± (12)est MeV. (15)

Our results show that the analytical formulas (8) and (11)
reproduce the trends of the employed microscopic models.
For completeness, we now evaluate the quantitative accuracy
of these macroscopic formulas in reproducing the present
self-consistent results. In doing so, we use the microscopic
predictions for the different quantities appearing in the right-
hand side of Eqs. (8) and (11) and calculate !D by using the two
macroscopic expressions. As a result, compared with the actual
self-consistent values of !D , we find that Eqs. (8) and (11) are
accurate within 10% and 12% on average, respectively.

We conclude this section by noting that the analysis
presented here may be systematically extended to other heavy
nuclei if !D is experimentally known. This could tighten the
constraint between J and L.

B. The dipole polarizability and the parity-violating
asymmetry in 208Pb

The parity-violating asymmetry in the elastic scattering of
high-energy polarized electrons from 208Pb was recently mea-
sured at low momentum transfer at the Jefferson Laboratory by
the Lead Radius Experiment (PREX) Collaboration [2]. The
parity-violating asymmetry is defined as the relative difference
between the differential cross sections of ultrarelativistic
elastically scattered electrons with positive and negative
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Dependence of the rmd radii of neu-
trons (circles) and protons (squares) on the mass number A of
Sn nuclei in the extended RTF calculation with the modified
DD2 parametrization. Full red (open blue) symbols denote
the results with (without) !-particle correlations.

e!ective cluster potentials due to a finite range of the
interaction. The attractive scalar potential Si extends
further out than the repulsive vector potential Vi of a
cluster i. In constrast, the appearance of clusters inside
the heavy nucleus is strongly suppressed because of the
large positive mass shift in the scalar potential.
A similar approach can be used to describe heavy nu-

clei in the vacuum at zero temperature in order to study
the significance of few-body correlations at the nuclear
surface. However, a few modifications have to be taken
into account. The !-particle with the highest binding
energy of the light clusters emerges as the only relevant
correlation. In contrast to nucleons, !-particles populate
only the ground state wave function, which has to be
determined explicitly. This ’condensation’ is one foun-
dation of the very successful THSR description of dilute
excited nuclei [24], e.g. the Hoyle state in 12C. In the
present calculation, a WKB approximation is used to
obtain the !-particle wave function self-consistently with
the nucleon distributions. The resulting density distribu-
tion of 4He has a maximum at the position of the pocket
in the e!ective potential. The amount of !-clustering is
determined such that the e!ective position-dependent !
energy E!("r) = m! + V!("r)! S!("r) does not exceed the
!-particle chemical potential µ! = 2µn + 2µp (including
rest masses). The latter is given by the neutron and pro-
ton chemical potentials µn and µp that are found from the
extended RTF description of the nucleon distributions.
The density-dependent DD2 parametrization was in-

troduced in the extended RMF model of Ref. [21]. It was
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the neutron skin thickness on the
mass number A of Sn nuclei in the extended RTF calculation
with the rescaled DD2 parametrization. Full (open) symbols
denote the results with (without) !-particle correlations.

obtained by fitting the parameters to properties of finite
nuclei using the usual mean-field Hartree approximation.
It can be directly applied to the description of homoge-
neous matter with clusters as in Refs. [21, 22], however,
the calculation of nuclear properties in the extended RTF
approximation will give slightly di!erent results for ener-
gies and radii. In order to compensate, at least partly, for
these di!erences, in the present calculations the mass of

the # meson was increased from the original value m(orig)
"

to m(mod)
" = 577.9 MeV and the # meson coupling ""

was multiplied by the factor m(mod)
" /m(orig)

" . This rescal-
ing does not a!ect the results for uniform matter but it
improves the description of finite nuclei. Although the
extended TF calculations will give smaller neutron skin
thicknesses than the full Hartree calculations (see below),
the general trends due to the !-particle correlations can
be studied in such an approach.

In Fig. 1 the evolution of the neutron and proton rms
radii in the chain of Sn isopotes is depicted when the
mass number A increases. At mass numbers A " 107 the
neutron and proton distributions of a nucleus have almost
identical rms radii without forming a neutron skin. With
increasing neutron number, the neutron rms radius rises
stronger than the proton rms radius and a neutron skin
appears. With !-particle correlations, however, the rms
radii are smaller for a given nucleus than in the model
without ! correlations. For A " 133 the di!erences be-
tween the rms radii in the model calculations without
and with !-particles practically vanish.

The dependence of the resulting neutron skin thick-
nesses rskin on A for the same chain of Sn nuclei in shown
in Fig. 2. Without !-correlations, rskin increases almost
linearly with the mass number A. However, the con-
sideration of !-cluster correlations leads to a substantial
reduction of the neutron skin, in particular in the middle
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the number of !-particles N! on the
mass number A of Sn nuclei in the extended RTF calculation
with the rescaled DD2 parametrization.

of the chain. This can be well understood because the
appearance of !-particles on the nuclear surface pushes
the abundancies of neutrons and protons (including those
bound in clusters) towards a more symmetric distribu-
tion. For small A with almost the same neutron and
proton numbers in the nucleus, there is no e!ect and no
neutron skin develops. For a large neutron excess, !-
particles cannot be formed e"ciently in the neutron-rich
low-density matter on the nuclear surface and the e!ect
vanishes again.

The e!ects observed in Figs. 1 and 2 correlate with
the amount of !-particles that appear on the surface of
the nucleus. The e!ective number N! of !-particles in
the nuclei of the Sn chain is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since
the present approach is based on a statistical descrip-
tion, N! is not an integer number. For small A the ef-
fective !-particle number is largest. With decreasing A,
the binding energy of an ! cluster reduces and finally the
!-particle drip line will be reached, indicating the possi-
bility of !-decay. By increasing the mass number A in
the chain of Sn nuclei, the e!ective number of !-particles
at the nuclear surface decreases continuously until it fi-
nally vanishes for large A. Here, a sizeable neutron skin
develops but the four-nucleon correlations have no e!ect
on its size since !-particles do not form in a significant
amount in such a neutron-rich environment.

The formation of !-particle correlations at the nu-
clear surface will modify the universal relation between
the neutron skin thickness rskin and the symmetry en-
ergy slope coe"cient L that was established in mean-
field descriptions of nuclei and nuclear matter. The size
of the neutron skin of heavy nuclei is strongly a!ected
by the density dependence of the symmetry energy that
reflects the isospin dependence of the nuclear interac-
tion. In RMF models the isovector " meson usually
represents the only contribution to the isospin depen-

TABLE I. Isovector parameters for the variations of the DD2
parametrization of the RMF model with density dependent
meson-nucleon couplings.

parametrization symmetry slope "-meson "-meson

energy coe!cient coupling parameter

J [MeV] L [MeV] ""(nref) a"

DD2+++ 35.34 100.00 4.109251 0.063577

DD2++ 34.12 85.00 3.966652 0.193151

DD2+ 32.98 70.00 3.806504 0.342181

DD2 31.67 55.04 3.626940 0.518903

DD2! 30.09 40.00 3.398486 0.742082

DD2!! 28.22 25.00 3.105994 1.053251

dence of the interaction. Earlier versions with nonlinear
meson self-interactions considered only a single parame-
ter, the " meson coupling strength #". In the RMF ap-
proach with density dependent meson-nucleon couplings
and parametrizations such as TW99 [25], DD2 [21], . . . ,
the " meson coupling

#"(n) = #"(nref) exp

!

!a"

"

n

nref
! 1

#$

(1)

depends on the total baryon density n with three pa-
rameters: the coupling #"(nref) at a reference density
nref (usually taken as the saturation density nsat) and a
parameter a" that regulates the strength of the density
dependence. A variation of #"(nref) and a" modifies the
symmetry energy at saturation density J and in partic-
ular the density dependence characterized by the slope
coe"cient L.
In order to study the correlation between the neutron

skin thickness and the slope coe"cient, variations of the
original DD2 parametrization were created by fixing L
to particular values and refitting J to properties of finite
nuclei. In this process the isoscalar part of the e!ec-
tive interaction, i.e. the # and $ meson couplings and
their density dependence were not touched. In Table
I, the parameters of these new e!ective interactions are
given. Parametrization with L values larger than the
original DD2 value are denoted by DD2+++, DD2++,
and DD2+. In contrast, the parametrizations DD2! and
DD2!! have smaller values for L. The correlation of J
and L is obvious. Larger slope coe"cients are accompa-
nied by larger symmetry energies at saturation. It has
to be mentioned that the quality of the description of
finite nuclei deteriorates when L deviates strongly from
the value of the original DD2 parametrization, but the
variation covers the range of typical mean-field model
calculations.
The correlation between the neutron skin thickness

rskin of the 208Pb lead nucleus and the slope coe"cient L
of the nuclear symmetry energy is depicted in Fig. 4 for
the six di!erent parametrizations of Table I. The green
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dependence of the neutron skin thick-
ness of Pb nuclei on the slope parameter L. Squares denote
the results of the RMF calculation with the original DD2
parametrization in Hartree approximation and full (open) cir-
cles are those of the relativistic TF model with the rescaled
DD2 parametrization with (without) !-particle correlations.

open squares show the correlation in the original mean-
field Hartree calculation that was used to fit the parame-
ters of the interactions. The neutron skin thickness rises
with increasing L. Since the parameter sets with L values
departing from that of the original DD2 parametrization
are not optimal fits to all considered properties of finite
nuclei and the isoscalar part of the e!ective interaction
is not modified, a curvature of the correlation is found in
contrast to the almost linear correlation that is observed
for models with best fit parameters. The results of the
extended RTF model with the rescaled ! meson mass and
coupling are given by the open blue circles. Because this
calculation cannot describe the extended neutron den-
sity distribution at large radii su"ciently well, the neu-
tron skin thicknesses are systematically smaller than the
mean-field Hartree results with the same isovector inter-
action. However, the general trend is the same. Including
the "-particle correlation leads to a further reduction of
the neutron skin thickness in the order of 0.02 fm, which
can be a substantial fraction of the total neutron skin
thickness. Thus, the correlation between rskin and L is
modified when " cluster formation is taken into account.
In conclusion, it was shown that an extended RTF

model with explicit "-cluster degrees of freedom predicts
an appearance of "-particles on the surface of heavy nu-
clei and a reduction of the neutron skin thickness de-
pending on the neutron excess of the nucleus. This be-
havior a!ects the rskin-L correlation observed in conven-
tional mean-field models. Therefore, the extraction of
the parameter L from measuring rskin needs some cau-
tion. Obviously, for more precise quantitative results on
the amount of "-clustering on the nuclear surface and the
change of the neutron skin thickness due to "-particle
correlations, improved calculations beyond the extended

RTF approximation, which also take shell e!ects into ac-
count, have to be performed in the future. The system-
atic variation of "-particles abundancies on the nuclear
surface should be studied experimentally, e.g., by quasi-
free (p,p") reactions [26].
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FIGURE 10. Left panel: Internal energy per nucleon for neutron matter at temperature T = 10 MeV
as a function of the total density in different approximations. Right panel: Particle fractions as a function
of the total density for nucleons and light clusters in matter at temperature T = 10 MeV and a proton
fraction ofYp= 0.4. Dashed (solid) lines correspond to the case without (with) nucleon-nucleon scattering
correlations in the gRDF approach.

fractions start to reduce again and !nally they disappear with only nucleons remaining
at densities around saturation and above. Hence, the gRDF model shows the Mott effect,
i.e. the nuclei become unbound and dissolve in the matter at high densities. They cannot
be formed any more because the action of the Pauli principle. States in momentum
space that are needed to form a correlation are blocked by the medium. The gRDF
model exhibits the correct limits at low and high densities with the description of cluster
formation and dissolution in a microscopic approach.

Two-nucleon scattering correlations have a substantial effect on the cluster fractions.
The number of deuteron-like correlations is reduced and the remaining cluster fractions
are redistributed. It is important to note that the given fractions correspond to those of
quasiparticles and not to those of the original constituents. A part of the correlation
strength has been moved to the self-energies of the mean !eld and the role of explicit
correlations is reduced. The results in the !gure were obtained without taking into
account the formation of heavier nuclei. They are treated in the next subsection.

Heavy Clusters in Matter

As discussed before, nuclear matter below the critical temperature and at densities
below saturation is unstable to fragmentation and a “liquid-gas” phase transition is ob-
served. However, this hypothetical system without considering the Coulomb interaction
and surface effects does not exist in nature. In actual stellar matter, the positive charge of
protons is compensated by electrons such that the total system is charge neutral. Instead
of a separation into macroscopic low- and high-density phases, the system will separate
into clusters on a microscopic scale where the size of the nuclei depends strongly on the
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FIGURE 11. Density distribution of particles in a spherical Wigner-Seitz cell from a gRDF calculation
in an extended Thomas-Fermi approximation without (left panel) and with (right panel) light clusters for
given matter parameters.

interplay between the long-range Coulomb interaction and the short-range character of
the strong interaction.

The formation of heavy clusters can be considered in a Wigner-Seitz cell calculation
where an inhomogenous density distribution of nucleons is assumed inside a spherical
volume that contains the same number of protons and electrons. The nucleons can form
a heavy cluster in the center of the cell, possibly surrounded by a gas of nucleons. Elec-
trons permeate the whole cell. In a !rst step, an extended Thomas-Fermi approximation
is used to determine the density distribution of the particles where the calculation is
based on the gRDF approach. Since the density functional takes into account the !nite
range of the strong interaction, the model goes beyond a simple local density approxi-
mation but shell effects are neglected. For given parameters T , n and Yp the cell radius
has to be varied such that the free energy per nucleon is minimized.

In the right panel of Fig. 11, the resulting density distribution of nucleons and elec-
trons are displayed for a typical set of parameters. The results are obataines in a fully
selfconsistent calculations with all particles interacting and without using a parametrized
form of the density distribution as, e.g. in Refs. [3, 4]. The electrons have an almost con-
stant density since they form a highly degenerate Fermi gas. They screen the Coulomb
potential that vanishes at the surface of the Wigner-Seitz cell. Nucleons form a heavy
cluster in the center of the cell. The number of protons (neutrons) inside the heavy nu-
cleus is estimated by considering all those protons (neutrons) inside a radius where the
proton (neutron) density distribution is minimal and which are in excess of this minimum
density.

An interesting effect is observed when, in addition to nucleons, also light clusters are
considered in the density functional, see the right panel of Fig. 11. As expected, no light
clusters appear inside the heavy nucleus but they can be found in the surrounding low-
density matter. On the surface of the heavy cluster there is an enhancement of the light
cluster densities suggesting the appearance of strong few-nucleon correlations.
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The E1 strength distribution in 68Ni has been investigated using Coulomb excitation in inverse
kinematics at the R3B-LAND setup and by measuring the invariant mass in the one and two-
neutron decay channels. The GDR and a low-lying peak (PDR) have been observed at 17.1(2) and
9.55(17) MeV, respectively. The measured dipole polarizability is compared to relativistic RPA
calculations yielding a neutron-skin thickness of 0.175(21) fm. A method and analysis applicable
to neutron-rich nuclei has been developed, allowing for a precise determination of neutron skins in
nuclei as a function of neutron excess.
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The knowledge of the nuclear equation-of-state (EoS)31

of neutron-rich matter is key for the understanding of32

many phenomena both in nuclear physics and astro-33

physics, ranging from the properties and reactions of34

neutron-rich nuclei to Super-Nova dynamics and prop-35

erties of neutron stars. Huge theoretical and experimen-36

tal e!orts have been devoted in recent years in order to37

constrain the isospin-asymmetric part of the EoS, i.e.,38

the symmetry energy, and its density dependence, see39

for instance Refs. [1–3]. The neutron skin of neutron-40

rich nuclei is a property that is directly related to the41

EoS of asymmetric matter close to saturation density.42

The density dependence of the symmetry energy governs43

the neutron skin in nuclei as well as the radius of neutron44

stars [4]. However, a precise experimental determination45

of the neutron-skin thickness remains challenging [5, 6].46

The electric dipole (E1) response of nuclei, and in par-47

ticular its dependence on the neutron-to-proton asymme-48

try, is governed by the symmetry energy and its density49

dependence as well [7–10]. Recently, the low-lying E150

strength appearing in neutron-rich nuclei, often denoted51

as Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR) [11], has been uti-52

lized to constrain the symmetry energy or the neutron-53

skin thickness [7, 12, 13]. It has been pointed out by54

Reinhard and Nazarewicz [8], that the electric dipole po-55

larizability !D of the nucleus provides a more robust and56

less model-dependent observable to extract "Rn,p. The57

dipole polarizability !D, which is indeed very sensitive to58

low-lying E1 strength due to its inverse energy weighting,59

is defined as follows [9]:60

!D =
!c

2"2

! "

0

# (E)

E2
dE, (1)

where #(E) is the photoabsorption cross section.61

Tamii et al. measured the dipole polarizability of62

208Pb, amounting to 20.1(6) fm3/e2, and extracted its63
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The E1 strength distribution in 68Ni has been investigated using Coulomb excitation in inverse

kinematics at the R3B-LAND setup and by measuring the invariant mass in the one- and two-neutron

decay channels. The giant dipole resonance and a low-lying peak (pygmy dipole resonance) have

been observed at 17.1(2) and 9.55(17) MeV, respectively. The measured dipole polarizability is compared

to relativistic random phase approximation calculations yielding a neutron-skin thickness of 0.17(2) fm.

A method and analysis applicable to neutron-rich nuclei has been developed, allowing for a precise

determination of neutron skins in nuclei as a function of neutron excess.
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The knowledge of the nuclear equation of state (EOS)
of neutron-rich matter is key for the understanding of
many phenomena both in nuclear physics and astrophys-
ics, ranging from the properties and reactions of neutron-
rich nuclei to supernova dynamics and properties of
neutron stars. Huge theoretical and experimental efforts
have been devoted in recent years to constrain the isospin-
asymmetric part of the EOS, i.e., the symmetry energy,
and its density dependence, see, e.g., Refs. [1–3]. The
neutron skin of neutron-rich nuclei is a property that is
directly related to the EOS of asymmetric matter close to
saturation density. The density dependence of the sym-
metry energy governs the neutron skin in nuclei as well
as the radius of neutron stars [4]. However, a precise

experimental determination of the neutron-skin thickness
(!Rn;p) remains challenging [5,6].
The electric dipole (E1) response of nuclei and, in

particular, its dependence on the neutron-to-proton asym-
metry, is governed by the symmetry energy and its density
dependence [7–10]. Recently, the low-lying E1 strength
appearing in neutron-rich nuclei, often denoted as pygmy
dipole resonance (PDR) [11], has been utilized to const-
rain the symmetry energy or the neutron-skin thickness
[7,12,13]. It has been pointed out by Reinhard and
Nazarewicz [8] that the electric dipole polarizability !D

of the nucleus provides a more robust and less model-
dependent observable to extract !Rn;p. The dipole polar-
izability, indeed very sensitive to low-lying E1 strength
due to its inverse energy weighting, is defined as
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Collaboration of 68Ni dipole-response experiment  



Summary 

•  Dipole response of n-rich nuclei – Pygmy Resonance	

      - Low-lying dipole strength observed in n-rich nuclei, ‘proton-Pygmy’ in 32Ar	

      - many open questions – next-generation experimental program planned at GSI, RIKEN,  	

                                              SDALINAC, HIγS, Osaka, …	

            systematics, strength and position as a function of N-Z (and mass)	

            isospin character (isoscalar dipole)	

            decay properties	

            relation to nuclear-matter properties	

            relation to observed low-lying strength for stable nuclei	

	
      extraction of quadrupole strength	


	

•  Dipole response of 68Ni	

     - 25(2)% non-statistical decay	

     - PDR: 2.8(5)% EWSR, 7(2)% direct gamma decay	

     - Dipole polarizability extracted for the first time for a radioactive nucleus	

	

This opens the possibility for systematic studies as a function of N-Z which will enable to 
provide tight constraints on neutron skins and the density dependence of the symmetry energy	



